
Dear Dr. Bahmer, 

Previously you have denied me access to the typescripts of testimony before 

the President's Commission on the ground they are clessified and it is beyond your 

 euthority.to remove the classification. - cag ata * 

There ere two items I have wanted to examine where I believe thé Situation 

surrounding each is now altered and where I believe the information I seek can be 

provided wihbout violation of any reasonable cause for denial of access. 

One of these has to do with interrogation of Mrs. 4elen Markham by 

Wesley J. Liebeler ( 7H499-506). Toward the end of this deposition, the words 

in brackets 
"pointing to telegram” syppear/in the printed transcript. These cannot have been 

spoken during the ‘me Geposition, put they mey have been added before the transcript 

was originally typed. "hile JI would very much like a Xeroxed copy of this page of the 

typescrip 
stenographic transcript, I will be satisfied if you can have, this < examined and 

Gd. 
inform me whether or not there is atxxwisxp any addition seto—thetranseript. 

The second has to do with Mrs. Kennedy's descriptions of her husband's wounds 

and any pertinent testimony. It is clear from the public press that this is the kind 

of information that was not denied William Manchester. I em therefore renewing my 

request for access to this information. While Il would much prefer to examine the 

exact languege, subject, as I have earlier offered, to any reservations and restrictions | 

the government may impose, =a There is an alternative that suggests itself. The 

reason given for this withholding of testimony, which I consider to be suppression, is 

slleged good taste. Can one of your staff, as an alternstive, parephrase it, without 

altering its meaning but expunging enything that might affront good taste? Mr. Manchester 

Secret ' 
wes granted unusual privileges, such as attendance at the heerings in which the now- 

suppressed testikony was give. He is also a defender of the conclusions of the 

. government's Report. 1 believe this and other factors should impel the government to 

provide,” 

want to st least seem to those who disagree with its Report ca information 

to which Mr. “gnchester had sccess. 

Sincerely yours,



Dear Dr. Bshmer, . 

Previously, you and the yous taff have informed me that 1. heve seen all . 

Lane @ Me estes in Hur - 
the photogrephs of the assassination and Hs—se~eme that were then in’ 

I was then..informed. that there were-not in the archive any copies..of the Betzuer, 

Moorman, Hughes, Couch or Underwood films. 

{n one way or another, 211 of these films were considered by the Commission. 

in the case of same, like the Moorman and Bughes films, I know of copies havéng been 

eS 

made by the government @g prior to their return. Under the mrdurxatx October 31, 1966 

order of the acting abtgBuey general these copies, which l understend also includes 

cropped copies offthe | Moorman picture, should now have been placed in the archive. I 

am writing to learn if this hss happened and if 1 may now examine them and aL orner 

pictures, such as from TV tapes, thet may have be/placed in the erchive. 

In his testimony (6H165-6) Tom Dillard testified thet he took three pictures. 

He was to have provided the Gomnission with prints he personally made of each of the 

three. i are printed in the exhibits (Volume 19), Can you tell me if he ever? 

supplied the third snd if I am may now see it: 

Has anything new developed in these files to alter what you have earlier 

reported to me sbout any of these pictures* 

During the testimony of several of the witnesses who took photographs or 

were present when photographs were taken, references were made to statements taken 

Cc 

by Secret Servi ce Agent Patterson and FBI Agent Keutzer. Statements seem to have been 

taken of Malcolm Couch, A.J. L'Hoste, his associate, and of Tom Dillard. I would Like 

to obtain Xeroxed copies of these and to be referred to any similer or releted ones 

not immediately identifyable from the biwiiwereeky file list. 

Sincerely ‘



Julius Fransden, vp UPI Ne Press Bldg. 

‘While his grudging letter to the Washington Post does acknowledge 

Merrimen Smith's recognition that, although he won the Pulitzer Prise f 

reporting it, be is the one man in.the world who, doesn't recellwhere he was the 
moment President Kemeay was ssseesinated, it in no was relieves the danas he and 

you heve done me and sbout which I have written you, without reply. 

Not does ‘he diminish this hurt or reflect the skighest honestfot motive 

when he continues his cempsign with consistent inadcuracy on the electronic media. 

Had his letter to the Post been motivated by eny honorable motive, Mr. Smith 

would have acknowledged that he also did not know the weather when he was there that 

terrible day. Recall this was tnd Cher tasis for his assault upon me. I quote you 

from page 42 of the Report: "In Dalles the rain hed stopped and by midmorning 4 

gloomy overcast sky had given way to bright sunshine that greeted the Presidential 

party...” 

Ie Mr, Smith's letter served any purpose, it was to give the Post an 

excuse for not printing the one I promyptily wrote it. If his story and his om 

continuing campaign serve eny purpose, it is not to inform. 

His gross inaccuracies, shemeful in a cub reporter, continue to cause me 

demege. + might expect no more from a men so cowardly he refuses to fsce me on the 

basis of fact while continuing his slanders. I certsinly Should be able to expect 

more from UPI and I again call upon you to do whet you can to end the damage your 

inaccurate story continues to do me and to relieve the demage it has slready caused.


